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Timeliness of the window protocol depends on
the size of the sending window



Efficiency of the protocol depends on two factors
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ACKing individual packets provides detailed feedback, but triggers 
unnecessary retransmission upon losses



Cumulative ACKs enables to recover from lost ACKs, but provides 
coarse-grained information to the sender



Full Information Feedback prevents unnecessary retransmission, 
but can induce a sizable overhead



Full Information Feedback prevents unnecessary retransmission, 
but can induce a sizable overhead

Once again, Internet design is all about balancing tradeoffs.



Efficiency of the protocol depends on two factors



We’ve been talking about detecting loss using timeouts. That’s not 
the only way

ACKS



With individual ACKs, missing packets (gaps) are implicit



With full information, missing packets (gaps) are explicit



With cumulative ACKs, missing packets are harder to know



Duplicate ACKs are a sign of isolated losses. Dealing with them is 
trickier though.



What about fairness?



When n entities are using our transport mechanism, we want a fair 
allocation of the available bandwidth



Consider this simple network in which three hosts are sharing two links



An equal allocation is certainly “fair”, but what about the efficiency of 
the network?



Fairness and efficiency don’t always play along, here an unfair allocation 
ends up more efficient



Fairness and efficiency don’t always play along, here an unfair allocation 
ends up more efficient

What is fair?



Equal-per-flow isn’t really fair as (A,C) crosses two links: it uses more 
resources



With equal-per-flow, A ends up with 1 Gbps because it sends 2 flows, 
while B ends up with 500 Mbps

Is that fair?



Seeking an exact notion of fairness is not productive. What matters is to 
avoid starvation.

equal-per-flow is good enough for this



Simply dividing the available bandwidth doesn’t work in practice since 
flows can see different bottlenecks



Intuitively, we want to give users with "small" demands what they want, 
and evenly distribute the rest



Max-min fair allocation can easily be computed



Example

Demands: {2, 2.6, 4, 5}

Capacity: 10



Example

Consider the network on the right consisting 
of 5 nodes (A to E). Each link has a maximal 
bandwidth indicated in red. 7 flows (1 to 7) 
are using the network at the same time. You 
can assume that they have to send a lot of 
traffic and will use whatever bandwidth they 
will get. Apply the max-min fair allocation 
algorithm to find a fair bandwidth allocation 
for each flow. 

For each flow, what is the bottleneck link?
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Max-min fair allocation can be approximated by slowly increasing W 
until a loss is detected


